FAX-837MCS
Plain Paper Fax

The smart fax with hands-free calling and Digital Message Centre.

Features:
- Mono Standalone Fax
- Mono Sheetfed Digital Copier
- Telephone Handset
- Digital Answering Machine

Fax 14.4Kbps
Integrated Telephone Handset
Up to 10 page Automatic Document Feeder
100 Speed Dials
4 One Touch Dials
512KB Memory
Up to 25 pages memory
Up to 10 One Touch Dials
Up to 25 pages Out of paper Reception
Up to 30 sheets Paper capacity
Digital Answering Machine

14.4Kbps Fax Modem

Brother
FAX-837MCS
Plain Paper Fax
The FAX-837MCS connects you to office members locally and overseas with a fax, phone and Digital Message Centre packed into an incredibly small frame. For many households and small businesses, facsimile remains an indispensable component of their communications strategy.

### Technical Specification

**General**
- **Engine**: Thermal transfer
- **Input / Output Width**: Up to 216mm
- **ADF (Automatic Document Feeder)**: Up to 10 sheets
- **Input Paper Capacity**: Standard paper cassette up to 30 sheets
- **LCD display size**: 1 line x 16 characters
- **On-Screen Programming**: Ste by step prompts are displayed within the LCD in order to facilitate programming machine options and settings.
- **Standard Memory Capacity**: 512KB standard (up to 25 Pages) (ITU-T Test Chart #1)
- **Back-up for call**: Keeps time and date backed up for up to 48 hours
- **Transmission lock**: Prevents unauthorised access and transmission of faxes

**Fax**
- **Telephone handset**: Integrated telephone handset
- **Hands-free speaker phone**: High quality duplex speaker for hands-free communication
- **On hold music**: On hold background music, also with a Mute key

**General**
- **Modern Speed**: 14,400 bps, 9 second transmission speed
- **ITU-T Group Compatibility**: G3
- **Data Compression**: MH
- **Automatic Redial**: Automatic redial if the recipient fax is busy
- **One-touch Dial Keys**: 4 locations for one-touch automatic dialling of pre-stored numbers
- **Speed dials**: 100 locations for two-touch automatic dialling of pre-stored numbers
- **Broadcasting**: Send the same fax message to up to 104 separate locations
- **Group Dialling**: Up to 4 groups
- **Transmission Verification Report**: Reports transmission details after each fax is sent
- **Fax Forwarding**: Sends a fax received in memory to another pre-programmed fax number
- **Transmission Retention**: Fax messages can be stored in memory for up to 25 pages (ITU-T Test Chart #1)
- **Memory Transmission**: Up to 20 pages (ITU-T Test Chart #1)
- **Quick Scan**: Approx 18 sec (ITU-T Test Chart #1)
- **Polling Type**: Standard / Secure / Delayed / Sequential
- **Super Cover-page**: Yes, Automatically creates a cover page
- **Multi-Resolution Transmission**: Enables separate resolution selection for each page of a fax transmission
- **Error Correction Mode (ECM)**: Where machines share ECM, it resends the page(s) of a fax transmission
- **Automatic Reduction**: Automatically reduces a received fax to fit on to a single A4 sheet
- **Automatic Fax/Tel Switch**: Automatic recognition of fax and telephone reception
- **Automatic Fax-Back**: Automatic Fax-Back with the use of the “Search” key
- **Transmission Lock**: Prevents unauthorised access and transmission of faxes
- **Back-up for Clock**: Keeps time and date backed up for up to 48 hours
- **Standard Memory Capacity**: 512KB standard (up to 25 Pages) (ITU-T Test Chart #1)
- **Recording time**: Answering machine recording time up to 15 minutes
- **Out-going message**: Up to 20 seconds
- **Telephone Index**: Store up to 20 numbers to share a single fixed line
- **Group Dialling**: Up to 4 groups
- **Registered Call**: Up to 99 numbers
- **Transmission Verification**: Reports transmission details after each fax is sent
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**Easy-to-use Fax Machine with Advanced Features for the Home and Small Office**

For many households and small businesses, facsimile remains an indispensable communications tool. Brother’s top-end model, FAX-837MCS is an easy-to-use fax, phone and Digital Message Centre packed into an incredibly small frame. The FAX-837MCS connects you to office members locally and overseas with a range of communications options – be it fax or phone!

The FAX-837MCS comes with advanced features that makes handling a breeze. Anyone in the office can now use the FAX-837MCS to stay connected. In addition, the FAX-837MCS brings you closer to your business partners, suppliers and distribution channels, making the sharing of invoices, bills and documents quick and easy. Brother’s FAX-837MCS delivers an easy-to-use, attractive and space saving solution to meet all your facsimile needs.